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Abstract—The recent rapid advancements in artificial intelligence research and deployment have sparked more discussion about the potential ramifications of socially- and emotionally-intelligent AI. The question is not if research can produce such affectively-aware AI, but when it will. What will it mean for society when machines—and the corporations and governments they serve—can “read” people’s minds and emotions? What should developers and operators of such AI do, and what should they not do? The goal of this article is to pre-empt some of the potential implications of these developments, and propose a set of guidelines for evaluating the (moral and) ethical consequences of affectively-aware AI, in order to guide researchers, industry professionals, and policy-makers. We propose a multi-stakeholder analysis framework that separates the ethical responsibilities of AI Developers vis-à-vis the entities that deploy such AI—which we term Operators. Our analysis produces two pillars that clarify the responsibilities of each of these stakeholders: Provable Beneficence, which rests on proving the effectiveness of the AI, and Responsible Stewardship, which governs responsible collection, use, and storage of data and the decisions made from such data. We end with recommendations for researchers, developers, operators, as well as regulators and law-makers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

At the February 2020 meeting of the Association for the Advancement of Artificial Intelligence (AAAI), the premier society for AI research, two invited plenary speakers mentioned Affective Computing in their talks, for completely opposite reasons. The first speaker cited Affective Computing as an example of a world-destroying AI application, as it could empower authoritarian regimes to monitor the inner lives of their citizens. Thirty-six hours later, a second speaker hailed it as a crucial component to building provably safe AI and preventing an AI-led apocalypse. Neither studies affective computing, which is crucial to a human-centered approach to developing intelligent AI. Ethics should not just prescribe what we should not do and how we should do it. This framework aims to serve as a set of guidelines that relevant stakeholders, including researchers, industry professionals, companies, policy-makers, and regulators, can employ to analyze the associated risks, which is crucial to a human-centered approach to developing affectively-aware AI technologies.

A. Scope

In this article we specifically focus on issues particular to affectively-aware AI, and avoid discussion of the ethics of AI more generally: We note that of the 84 documents identified by [17]’s extensive review of AI ethics statements, only a minority (11 documents, or 13%) [11], [18]–[27] mentioned emotion recognition AI, and only 4 [11], [18]–[20] and [28] discuss it about mis-uses are happening more frequently. For example, in the interests of more efficiently screening large quantities of job applicants, companies around the world are utilizing emotion recognition in AI for automated candidate assessment [1]–[3]. This has faced backlash [4], [5] and has even generated legislation [6]. Other controversial examples include emotion detection for employee and student monitoring [7]–[9]. Psychologists have also questioned whether current emotion recognition models are scientifically validated enough to afford the inferences that companies are drawing [10]. This has led some AI researchers to start calling for an outright ban on deploying emotion recognition technologies in “decisions that impact people’s lives and access to opportunities” [11]. At the last Affective Computing and Intelligent Interaction meeting in September 2019, we—the community of affective computing researchers—convened an inaugural townhall to discuss problematic applications of affective computing technology, and we decided that the conference theme for 2021 would be Ethical Affective Computing. Indeed, many of us feel that we, being the most familiar with the capabilities and limitations of such technology, as well as having done the research that enabled these applications, have a professional responsibility to address these ethical issues head-on.
B. Why the need for Ethical Guidelines

Ethical guidelines are necessary to help guide what professionals should do with the technology they create, in addition to what they should not do. Although ethical guidelines by themselves carry no “hard” power—unlike laws and regulations passed by government authorities—they do serve an important role in clarifying social and professional norms. Articulating a clear and unambiguous ethical code provides clarification for activities the field deems acceptable and those it does not, and will help to guide both junior and seasoned researchers. Second, ethical guidelines could inspire individual entities (academic departments, journals, conferences, grant funding agencies) to implement policies that encourage compliance (e.g., a focus on teaching ethics in training curricula, or requiring ethical analysis to supplement paper submissions). Finally, putting forward a researcher-written framework may help regulators align efforts to craft complementary laws.

Many professions and professional organizations have their own ethical codes by which they expect practicing members to adhere to. Perhaps the oldest and most famous is the Hippocratic Oath, and modern versions of this oath exist in many medical schools today. The Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) and the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), the two largest engineering professional bodies, similarly have Codes of Ethics, which focus broadly on principles such as honesty, fairness, and respect for privacy.

More specific to Affective Computing, the IEEE Global Initiative on Ethics of Autonomous and Intelligent Systems—a committee of respected IEEE engineers—published “Ethically Aligned Design” (EAD), a document focusing broadly on AI ethical issues, and which has a chapter dedicated to Affective Computing [19]. This chapter outlines recommendations for specific application areas: (i) affective systems that are deployed across cultures; (ii) affective systems with which users may develop relationships; (iii) affective systems which manipulate, “nudge” or deceive people; (iv) affective systems which may impact human autonomy when deployed in organizations or in societies; and (v) affective systems which display synthetic emotions.

In order to complement EAD’s approach of focusing on issues specific to individual applications, the present paper first outlines a more general, multi-stakeholder framework, elaborating on the responsibilities of both the AI developers and the entities that deploy such AI. Indeed, our proposed pillars encapsulates all the principles elaborated on in EAD2, and add several insights and concrete recommendations from reasoning through the two main stakeholders. In doing so, we hope that this document will serve as an elaboration of widely-accepted ethical principles, that is also actionable by researchers, industry professionals and policy-makers.

C. Summarizing recent advancements in affectively-aware AI

Trying to characterize the state of a rapidly-moving field, and so briefly, is a Sisyphean task. However, we feel that it is important, especially for readers outside affective computing, to know what are the capabilities and the limitations of this technology today. There are many scientific/psychological theories of emotion [30], such as basic emotion theories [31], appraisal theories [32], and constructivist theories [33]. Although a full discussion of these theories is beyond our scope, we invite the interested reader to see Stark and Hoey [16], who discuss how different theoretical conceptualizations of emotion should shape the ethical design of AI systems.

The vast majority of affectively-aware AI is implicitly built upon a basic emotion theory, which assumes that emotions exist as distinct natural categories and can be recognized solely from behaviour. Such AI are usually trained using supervised learning [34] to perform single-example classification of stimuli from single modalities, taken out-of-context (e.g., a still photo), into one of several pre-defined categories. By contrast, real-life emotion detection done by humans is multimodal, evolves over time, and has to be done in context [35]. Although there have been more academic research in recent years on complex multimodal emotion recognition systems [36], [37], commercially-available software are still only unimodal, with the most mature being recognition of (still) facial expressions, such as Affectiva’s AffDex, Microsoft’s Azure API, and Amazon’s Rekognition. Furthermore, because of the cost associated with collecting datasets with a larger variety of emotions, most academic research as well as commercial offerings are trained to only recognize a small number of emotions (e.g., 6), which is hardly representative of real-life.

2Our first pillar includes EAD’s General Principles of Human Rights, Well-Being, Effectiveness, Transparency, and Accountability; while our second includes the remainder: Data Agency, Awareness of Misuse, and Competence.
In a recent comprehensive analysis, [10] argued that current technology excels at detecting facial movements, but the mapping from facial movements to the underlying emotions is not one-to-one but many-to-many\(^3\). Because emotions, which are themselves directly unobservable, produce many types of observable behavior, integrating multimodal behavior can help to triangulate what someone is feeling [38], [39]. But in many cases, even that is not enough to achieve true emotion understanding. One needs to understand the context [40]—is this person watching sports or attending a performance review?—incorporate external world and cultural knowledge, as well as infer people’s mental states, their goals, expectations, and even past histories, in order to take their perspective and truly reason about how they feel [41], [42]. Current AI do not take these into account, and so may even be fundamentally limited in this endeavour of reading internal states solely from external behavior; we may require substantive changes to AI research paradigms [43] in order to achieve AI with a human-centric emotion understanding. If the entities who develop or deploy such systems assume that the readout of such AI systems are veridical “emotions” (rather than noisy inferences), without adequately considering context-specificity, social/cultural influences, or even inter- and intra-individual variation, they could end up reading too much into facial movements\(^4\), and make impactful decisions based on sorely incomplete information.

While there is no doubt that our technology will continue to rapidly improve, we feel that at the present moment, affect recognition technology does not yet deliver what many people believe it to. Consumers of such technology need to treat such AI as a(n incomplete) statistical model, and not a magic crystal ball that perfectly discerns people’s hidden emotional lives.

II. An Ethical Framework

In this section, we outline our proposed ethical framework. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first framework that distinguishes the ethical responsibilities of those that develop the AI from those that deploy or operate the AI.

First, we identify the four stakeholders in an interaction involving an affectively-aware AI. There is (at least) one individual whose emotions are being read by the AI; we shall call them Emoters. The AI itself could be embodied, as in a social robot, or disembodied, as in the AI powering a system of surveillance cameras. There are the Operators, who are the entities that deploy the AI, and to whom the AI reports the output of any emotion analysis to. The Operator then makes decisions based on the AI’s analysis, or they could delegate any subsequent decision-making to other AI systems. Ultimately, because they are the experts in the domain the AI will be deployed in, they hold ethical responsibility for the proper deployment of the AI, the security and collection of the data, as well as for decisions resulting from the AI’s analysis.

The Developers of the AI had created and delivered the AI to the Operators, but may not be involved in every interaction. Because they are the ones designing, training, and maintaining the AI, and are often the only ones that can modify the AI, the Developers thus hold ethical responsibility over the design and validity of the AI. Finally, Regulators (i.e., lawmakers) are an important class of stakeholders, who may not be involved in any interaction, but have responsibility for advocating for the welfare of their citizens. We note that this general framework covers special cases where the Developer and Operator can be the same entity, as in the case of the deployment of an in-house developed AI, or where the Regulator is also the Operator, as in the case of surveillance for public safety.

The emerging global consensus, from a recent analysis of global ethics statements [17], is that AI systems should empower people, maximizing well-being and minimizing harm, while treating people fairly with transparency, and respecting people’s rights to privacy, autonomy and freedom. Although it is obvious that the ethical responsibilities of ensuring this for affectively-aware AI lie with the Developer and Operator, the exact division of labor is less clear-cut. This is undesirable, as it would lead to either party absolving themselves of responsibility, and finger-pointing when an incident happens. Our analysis helps clarify the responsibilities of each party to minimize absolution of responsibility, and will help Regulators to determine appropriately scoped and targeted regulation. In addition, this stakeholder-focused analysis complements earlier academic work that analyzed applications [12], [13] and the fit between emotion theory and AI models [16].

Our framework rests on two broad ethical “Pillars”, to convey the idea that both are necessary to support ethical application of affectively-aware AI. The first, Provable Beneﬁcence, concerns proving that the AI will benefit the Emoters, which rests on a necessary pre-requisite that the AI is effective at the function it is supposed to serve, and the primary

\(^3\)This is likely the case for any single modality, not just facial expressions, which are the most well-studied.

\(^4\)We note also that there are other challenges to the validity of simply “reading emotions from expressions”, namely that people can deliberately alter their facial expressions away from their true emotional states for a variety of reasons such as: adhering to social and cultural display norms, as part of their job (emotional labor), as a strategy in negotiations.
responsibility of upholding this pillar should lie with the Developer. The second, **Responsible Stewardship**, concerns the actual deployment of the AI, which also includes storing and using the data responsibly; the primary responsibility for upholding this pillar lies with the Operator.

### A. Provable Beneficence

The first ethical principle in our framework is beneficence: the benefit to the Emoter must outweigh the costs to the Emoter, and any such costs must be minimized. When dealing with AI systems, we can go one step further and demand **provable beneficence**; that is, steps must be taken to guarantee, to the best of the Developer’s ability, that the AI is beneficial and does no harm. Any application of AI should require an analysis of the potential benefits, which depends on specific use-cases (and, in fact, depends also on the Operator—we return to this later). However, a necessary pre-requisite for beneficence is that the AI’s predictions must be **credible**; it must agree with reality and must do what it says it does—without which the AI cannot be said to benefit (and not harm) people even if done with the best of intentions. Thus, provable beneficence entails the following sub-principles: (i) scientific validity, (ii) bias minimization, (iii) generalizability, and (iv) AI transparency and accountability. The responsibility of upholding these sub-principles rests with the Developer.

1) **Scientific Validity**: In order for an AI to provably benefit the Emoter, its models of emotion must be scientifically valid. Validity refers to the degree to which the AI’s measurements or inferences reflect the underlying emotional phenomena it purports to measure. While this may seem obvious, the standards by which validity is assessed differ, even amongst various academic fields. That is why academics hold as the highest gold-standard scientific peer-review done by experts with relevant scientific expertise and who can make proper, contextualized evaluations. However, developers do not all reside in academia, and some may not rely on peer-review as a validation strategy, due to concerns about intellectual property and commercial competition. Society must, however, insist on some independent process of determining scientific validity as a pre-requisite for provable beneficence. Some examples include setting up an internal peer-review system, subjecting the AI design principles to independent review or audit by an external board or auditor, accreditation, or testing using randomized controlled trials or on out-of-sample data.

Expression or Emotion? Scientific validity includes being sensitive to the vast intra-personal, inter-personal, and inter-cultural differences in emotions and emotion expressions [44]. Additionally, developers have to acknowledge the importance of recognizing emotions in the context in which they arise, rather than simply classifying stimuli taken out of context. Many commercially available technology today are unimodal systems that recognize facial expressions from isolated faces. But the mapping from expressions to emotions is complex and a many-to-many mapping [10]; without additional modalities or contextual information, unimodal systems are limited in the accuracy that they can achieve. Developers need to work towards building more comprehensive multimodal, context-aware models, in order to improve the validity of their models.

2) **Bias Minimization**: Developers have to ensure that their AI results in fair treatment of people. To do so, the Developer has to take steps to minimize bias, and to ensure that their data is representative of various groups of people. Machine learning models trained on a finite set of data may learn biases inherent in that data, and thus propagate such bias forward [45]. For example, [46] showed that judgments made by two commercially-available emotion recognition software are biased on race: African American sportsmen are consistently rated as displaying more negative emotions than White Caucasian sportsmen, even when controlling for the intensity of their smiles. These biases could then affect AI-made decisions about, for example, which job applicant to hire, unfairly penalizing certain groups.

Another source of bias is human coders. AI research today involves collecting and labelling large datasets, often through scalable methods like crowd-sourcing on platforms like Amazon Mechanical Turk or Prolific. Relying on untrained coders could lead to data quality problems such as: lack of calibration of ratings and scale-usage, non-standardized understanding of instructions or constructs, cultural differences in emotion concepts [44], language barriers, or distracted and unmotivated coders. Indeed, many researchers acknowledge these issues, and compensate by collecting **more** ratings to average out the noise. This may work for certain idiosyncratic human biases, but if there were systematic biases, such as cultural biases against other races or specific emotions, then crowd-sourcing could further entrench these biases in the data.

3) **Generalizability**: A third issue is whether AI models can accurately generalize to new, out-of-sample data. Developers
are incentivized to maximize their model’s performance, but must also be willing to accept more variance in their data, in order to more accurately capture the vast heterogeneity of human emotional experience and expression. This is especially true for representative data from minorities or vulnerable populations. This poses a dilemma, as collecting higher-variance data will result in a short-term drop in performance metrics like classification accuracy. Developers can justify this decision as ultimately improving their AI in the long-term.

How many emotions? Existing datasets tend to be limited in their coverage of emotions: most datasets contain a handful of six to eight emotions. Thus, AI models trained on these datasets will be severely handicapped, as they will not know how to recognize other emotions, leading to potential misclassifications. Recent datasets have sought to expand the number of emotion classes (e.g., 32 classes [47]), but it is difficult to provide a “universal” answer of how many categories is enough. The Developer should examine each application in consultation with the domain-expert Operator.

Transfer Learning: Consider the case where the Operator wants to deploy the AI in a vastly different setting or population than the Developer’s training data, and which the Developer does not have access to. For example, the Developer’s AI is trained mostly on White Caucasian faces in Europe or the US, but the Operator wants to deploy it in a predominantly Asian context (in Asia). Or the Developer has trained their AI on adult faces, but the Operator wants to use it in a specific context with elderly people. In such cases, although the responsibility of operation lies with the Operator, the Operator has no access to the inner workings of the AI. The “know-how” and the ability to test and modify the AI rests with the Developer, but the Developer has no incentive to spend resources to verify their model on a new population. Who then, bears the burden of responsibility for the generalizability to an entirely new population?

We argue that the Operator bears the (ethical and in the future, legal) responsibility of the actual AI’s deployment and the decisions made from them. But because they cannot easily re-train the AI or verify the generalizability of the AI on the target population, they must enlist the Developer’s help to ensure generalizability, by providing the Developer with data to re-train and to evaluate the AI. Thus, the Operator must, as part of contract negotiations, demand proof from the Developer that the predictions of the AI are valid in the Operator’s target domain. The Developer similarly must work with the Operator to ensure their AI is accurate on this new domain.

4) AI Transperancy and Accountability: Unlike other industries like automobiles and aviation, there is no standard regulatory framework for AI. While airplanes and cars have to undergo vigorous safety inspections, there is no similar quality-assurance process for AI that could make impactful decisions. AI Developers should be required to disclose how their technologies were developed, what types of data were they trained on, and what their limitations are. Recent proposals include releasing Model Cards [48] to detail model performance characteristics, including the intended use-cases and contexts, as well as Datasheets for Datasets [49] to provide details on the data that the models were trained on (e.g., how were the data collected; what are the demographics of the people involved?). These accompanying reports could be provided as supporting evidence to demonstrate the “efficacy” of the product, in this case, the AI model. Regulators could verify such claims by requiring regular audits of AI technology.

No snake oil, please! Regulating AI Advertising: AI Transparency includes being accurate and honest in advertising. The Operator (and Emoter) may not understand the limitations behind affectively-aware AI, and may believe overblown claims by companies about emotion recognition AI [4]. Advertisements for certain classes of regulated products such as medical and financial products must contain tempered claims and disclaimers about potential risks (to health and to financial investments, respectively). Unfortunately AI advertising is not subjected to oversight, and so Developers can advertise unrealistic capabilities that are likely not backed up by evidence. Part of the solution may involve regulation, and one approach could be to study advertising regulation models like in medicine, and mandate that AI advertising similarly include a discussion of limitations, risks, and known weaknesses of the models. Specifically for affectively-aware AI, Regulators should mandate that advertising include a discussion of the demographics of the Emoters in the data that the models were trained on (i.e., information in model cards [48] and datasheets [49]), as well as a discussion of context (e.g., what were Emoters in the dataset doing? What situations were they experiencing?). Another possible solution is self-regulation, where Developers temper their own advertising to potential customers. To justify the short-term cost of more realistic (and less appealing) advertising, Developers should consider that any mismatch between Operator expectations and reality would result in lower consumer confidence in the long-term.

B. Responsible Stewardship

Next we turn to the pillar of responsible stewardship. The Operator will be using the AI to collect sensitive, personal data about individual Emoters, and will be making decisions based on the results of analysis on such data. The Operator thus becomes the steward of that data, and has an ethical responsibility to the Emoters to ensure proper use and care of their data. This pillar entails the following four sub-principles: (i) adhering to a pre-specified purpose, (ii) studying whether the intended effects differ from actual outcomes, (iii) being judicious about privacy, consent, and data ownership, and (iv) maintaining quality assurance.

1) Pre-specified purpose: We start with the least familiar idea, which may have the most impact: that of adherence to a pre-specified purpose [50]. Affectively-aware applications have to be defined with a pre-specified purpose, and subject to Operators’ internal oversight. This will prevent “mission creep”, whereby the same data will gradually be used for
different purposes that they may not actually be valid for.

As an example, a bank may start a project to collect emotional information to “to better understand our customers”, which is an underspecified objective. They may initially use emotion expressed by customers during bank visits to improve customer service. But with initial success and without proper oversight over possible uses of the data, they may one day try to use that data to predict credit-worthiness, which may not be a (scientifically) valid use-case. Furthermore, it would be ethically questionable if customers were initially informed of and gave consent to the purpose of improving customer service, but the data was later used to serve other purposes.

In order to properly safeguard Emoters, Operators have to focus on the specific application of such AI, and the specific benefits accrued. This has to be spelled out clearly in their strategy. Internal oversight should ensure that data collected about Emoters are minimal and relevant to the specified purpose (for example, does zip code data need to be tied to emotional expressions to improve customer satisfaction?).

2) Distinguish Intended Effects and Actual Outcomes: Also related to the principle of beneficence, Operators have the responsibility to ensure that the actual outcomes of AI deployment match the intended effects. This entails protocols to continually measure outcomes of interest to ensure that they match the intended effects, and that there are no unintended negative side-effects. This may seem obvious, but it is also tempting from a Operator’s point of view to just “trust” that the AI is working, as there could be a substantial cost involved in monitoring these outcomes (e.g., surveying customers).

This is particularly important if there are potentially vulnerable populations that could be at risk for disparate impact, even if done with the best of intentions. For example, if a school decides to implement “engagement detection” AI tools to improve the quality of education offered, individual teachers may decide to penalize students if they were not paying “sufficient” attention, perhaps by singling them out in front of the class or giving lower participation grades. Would this unfairly penalize students with attention deficit problems, or who may be going through other difficult personal/family issues? This could be an unintentional side-effect that has a negative impact on students. Thus, Operators have to be aware of how the AI is actually being used on-the-ground and monitor the actual outcomes of their decisions.

3) Privacy, Consent, and Data Ownership: The third set of considerations relates to the interrelated issues of privacy, consent, and data ownership. Given that some emotional information are constantly being “broadcasted” (much like one’s facial identity) [15], AI Operators need to establish a reasonable standard of privacy for the collection and use of Emoters’ facial expressions and other emotional information, while maintaining Emoters’ autonomy over their participation in such interactions and data generated from such interactions.

A Culture of Data Consent: Emoters should have a reasonable expectation of privacy, and should consent to any data collection. In a public space, where it may not be feasible to get individual consent, there should be signs prominently displayed that inform Emoters of the deployment of emotion recognition AI technology. This is true even if an Emoter may be reasonably aware that their emotions may be “read”, such as when they are interacting with an embodied AI like a service robot with visible cameras and the ability to display its own expressions. The need for highlighting data collection is more pressing when Emoters are reasonably not expecting to have their emotions be “read”, which could happen with disembodied AI, like an AI taking in information from a collection of security cameras. In a private setting (in a car cabin, at home, using one’s personal device), presumably the Emoter is actively using and interacting with the AI, but the Emoters may not be aware of their sharing emotional information, depending on their expectations of the interaction. In these cases, the Operator should seek explicit consent to collect and use Emoters’ emotional expressions.

The exact use of such data should be described clearly to Emoters, and any changes or updates to the software should be reflected explicitly to Emoters. Emoters should also have the right to opt-out of any data collection, and to request any previously-collected data to be destroyed. Operators should also specify if any data processing is done “on the edge” (that is, on the device itself, such that the data does not leave the device), or if the data is sent to some external cloud or server.

4) Quality Assurance: The fourth sub-principle of the Responsible Stewardship pillar is ensuring quality. In a parallel to Developer’s efforts to maintain quality, in the context of validity and AI transparency, Operators also need to ensure proper operation of the AI. This entails ensuring the personnel directly interfacing with the AI have undergone adequate training to use the AI, to correctly interpret the output of the AI, and to troubleshoot any possible errors.

This extends to safeguarding sensitive Emoter data. Operators should implement proper data control procedures, such as strict data access policies, and implement (cyber)security measures to minimize data leaks.

III. DISCUSSION

These principles offer a start in thinking through some of the ethical issues at stake when developing and deploying affective-aware AI. We propose that Developers and Operators should, using this framework, recognize the ethical responsibilities placed upon them due to their respective roles as the AI creator or AI user, and accordingly enact strategy and policy.

There are, of course, difficult questions when one gets into the details. For example, consider the AI candidate assessment tool discussed in the introduction [3]. Here, the Operator’s utility is not aligned with the Emoters’, as the Emoter may feel that their emotional information could be used “against” them by the Operator and AI. In such cases, how should the risks to the Emoter be weighed against the benefit to the Operator?
Or consider the case for emotion recognition for public safety surveillance, where the benefit is to “Society” as a whole [53]. Here, the Operator and the Regulator are the same entity; in the former role they may seek more data and less restrictions on their use, while in the latter role they have to weigh the risks to Emoter privacy. Such a balance has to be resolved via a society-wide discussion of the trade-offs that citizens are willing to tolerate in the name of public safety. The answer will differ for each society, and will evolve over time.

A. Recommendations

For Developers, we recommend developing a practice of getting third-party scientific review for developed technology. Peer review by scientific journals and conferences are ideal, but minimally we recommend an external, rotating board of scientific experts that could include lawyers and ethicists who can review the technology as well as use-cases and advertising. Companies can also put into place policies for formal ethical impact assessments (e.g., [54]).

We also recommend appointing quality-assurance engineers whose job it is to critically test the technology by playing devil’s advocate: actively challenging the design of the AI, looking for bias against certain populations, or testing generalizability on different datasets and domains6. Designating such an appointment—and designing their incentives and reporting structures appropriately—will, in the long-term, result in more robust and ethical AI.

For junior developers who work directly with the models and data, we recommend adopting recently-proposed best practices in AI, such as producing detailed Model Cards [48] for their AI models that discuss their model performance specifications, and Datasheets [49] that describe the characteristics of the datasets that developers might collect to train their models. Developers could also conduct internal audits, especially on specific demographic groups [55]. These activities could help junior developers to clearly and accurately convey the AI capabilities to senior executives (and consequently, to external parties like Operators, Emoters, and Regulators).

For Operators, we recommend being involved in discussions of the validity of the AI. During negotiations, challenge the Developer to show proof of validity on the desired use-case, and generalizability on data in the target domain. Operators should also designate (regular) internal oversight for the purpose of data use, and how data is collected and stored. We recommend appointing “consumer advocates” within the organization whose job it is to take the perspective of the Emoter, and challenge project managers on the necessity and use of such data: “Did the Emoters consent to this new use?”; “How would you [the manager] feel if you were the Emoter?” These conversations may be difficult to have (and such positions have to be carefully designed so as not to simply stymie activity or add more red tape), but in the long-term they benefit both the Emoter and the Operator.

For Regulators, we recommend appointing experts, whether in-house or from academia, that can be consulted on such AI technology. Other domains (e.g., medicine, finance, energy) are very well-regulated, but AI technology today does not face such similar regulation. Because AI development is so fast-paced, there may also be confusion about current AI capabilities. Thus, regulation needs to be as fast-moving, and quickly adapt to current AI trends, which may suggest adopting a more agile and responsive model of regulation.

Regulators could also set up an audit program that helps to verify the accuracy of affectively-aware AI. For example, the US National Institutes of Standards and Technology has a long-running Face Recognition Vendor Test (FRVT) program which evaluates vendor-submitted models for facial recognition accuracy under a wide array of conditions such as across demographic groups [56]. This could serve as a possible model for similarly auditing emotion recognition technology.

Regulators should also consider efforts on the advertising of AI, especially about accurate representation of AI capabilities and limitations. And finally, we recommend that special attention be paid to applications where the Emoter is not in a position of being able to opt-out (e.g., AI-assisted hiring, employee and student monitoring, public safety surveillance).

IV. Conclusion and A Call to Action

In summary, although there have been many recent conference panels and discussions on the ethics of affectively-aware AI, there has not been much progress by affective computing researchers towards providing a formal, guiding framework. In this paper, we propose an ethical framework on which researchers, engineers, industry and regulators, can refer to when evaluating AI applications and deployment. Our novel multi-stakeholder analysis separates the burden of responsibilities of AI Developers from the Operators that deploy such AI, and begins to clarify issues for further action by the relevant entities.

AI Ethics is a habit that the stakeholders, from AI Developers to Operators, from junior engineers to C-suite executives, have to inculcate into their everyday decision-making. We hope that the issues raised will start conversations in individual organizations, and the recommendations will provide concrete, actionable items to work on. We will not achieve ethical (affectively-aware) AI overnight, but it is a shared responsibility that we have to collectively strive for.
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6This is similar in spirit to ‘red teams’ in cybersecurity which attempt full-scale attacks to test an organization’s defenses, but our suggestion differs as the quality-assurance engineer should be a part of the design and engineering process and raise challenges throughout, not just on the final product.